BEAUTIFUL Dhaka
Bangladesh, country of south-central Asia, located in the delta of the Padma (Ganges [Ganga]) and Jamuna (Brahmaputra) rivers in the northeastern part of the Indian subcontinent. The riverine country of Bangladesh (“Land of the Bengals”) is one of the most densely populated countries in the world, and its people are predominantly Muslim. With the partition of India in 1947, it became the Pakistani province of East Bengal (later renamed East Pakistan), one of five provinces of Pakistan, separated from the other four by 1,100 miles (1,800 km) of Indian territory. In 1971 it became the independent country of Bangladesh, with its capital at Dhaka.
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Ahsan Manzil, the Pink palace is one of the iconic establishments of Dhaka City. In order to enjoy the feeling of the lifestyle of the Nawabs of Dhaka, Ahsan Manzil is the perfect place to visit.
Baitul Mukarram, the National Mosque of Bangladesh is designed in the style of the Kaaba of Mecca. It is the biggest mosque of Bangladesh and the 10th biggest in the world which preserves the traditional principles of the Mughal Architectures.
Central Shaheed Minar

DHAKA

Built in 1952, Central Shaheed Minar commemorates the valiant fighters who laid down their lives for the sake of mother tongue. It tells the historical background of International Mother Language Day. The Minar is the inspiration and hosting place of all movements of the country for rights, justice and peace.
CENTRAL SHAHEED MINAR
Curzon Hall meant to be a town hall originally, was named after Lord Curzon, the viceroy of India, who laid its foundation in 1904. This magnificent establishment is now a part of Science Faculty of the University of Dhaka. The robust, architecturally representative of Europe and India is with the garden and open space, just fabulous.
Lalbagh Fort

Lalbagh Fort is a historic Mughal establishment situated at the old part of Dhaka. This is a Fort which is built with red colored brick and people visit it again and again because of its eye catching beauty. It a very popular historic place and a great signature of art by Mughal Emperor in Bangladesh.
National Parliament House, located at Sher-E-Bangla Nagar, is an Architectural wonder in the world and masterpiece of the world-famous architect Louis Isidor Kahn. Because of its architectural values and significance, it is an important place for the visitor from home and abroad.